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Remembering Loved Ones … 

for generations to come. 

Your Photograph can be converted to a 

Digital Image and placed on Stainless 

Steel as a protected memorial to capture 

the memory of your loved one for 

generations to come. 

 A Beautiful Memorial Picture

reproduction on Stainless Steel;

 Protective Finish that should not

fade;

 Available for most Cemetery

Markers.

A Fast and Simple Process: 

Step # 1 – Locate your Original photo. 

Step # 2 – Discuss and Learn the 

Options and Cemetery Requirements 

then Complete the Appropriate Order 

Form. 

Step # 3 – Bring the Form, Cemetery 

Certificate, Photo, and Payment to the 

Cemetery Office. 

Step # 4 – In approximately, 6 to 8 

weeks (weather permitting) the cemetery 

will install your stainless steel image.  

Step # 5 – Receive your original photo 

returned to you in the mail. 

Catholic Cemeteries in conjunction with 

our memorial suppliers offer state-of-

the-art image transfer technology and the 

maximum color retention of stainless 

steel to ensure beautiful, long lasting 

results. 

Some of the options to consider (when 

a little more  permits): 

A Selection of neutral color 

backgrounds in a choice of colors. 

The color as seen in your photo or  

select a nostalgic traditional Black and 

White image from the original color 

photo. 

Combining two individual 

photographs (such as a husband and 

wife) to create a double portrait 

image. 

Separating a double image to create 

just one or two stainless steel images. 

Modifying Attire – Add a Jacket, a tie, 

a shirt, a complete suit, a blouse or 

jewelry. 

For additional information, assistance, or to learn 

about our memorial options, contact the 
cemetery office: 

Catholic Cemeteries 
of Long Island

PO Box 182 

Westbury NY 11590 

(516) 334-3970

portraits@cclongisland.org

www.cclongisland.org

Application Fee 
$ 55.00 + 

Stainless Steel Portraits 
One or Two Person 

Portrait $350.00 
+ Cover $105.00

(Proofs extra fee to be quoted) 

Prices subject to change 
without notice. 

http://www.holyroodcemetery.org/
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How the stainless steel portrait  

is to be placed at the burial space? 

One or two portraits may appear … 

Below the family name 1 inch from the edge 

(side) of the cemetery marker.  (The entire oval 

must rest on the front of the marker surface) and 

cannot cover a design on the marker. OR Above 

and to the left or right side (never centered) of 

the titled surname. 

If approved these portrait should not exceed the 

3 1/2” x 4 1/4” maximum. 

Additional portraits may appear … 

When the deceased’s inscription is one line 

(given name and dates): 

The most popular placement will be to the left 

– at the beginning of the deceased’s Date

(Year) of birth. Due to design placing it to the

right or above is also permitted.

When the deceased’s inscription is on two 

lines (given name then dates): 

The proper placement will be centered 

between the dates. 

BETWEEN the names placement is reserved 

for a double image portrait only. (No 

additional placement is permitted).  This 

placement where inspected and determined  on 

markers will require inspection and may prohibit 

future placement of inscriptions, epitaphs, or  

term of endearment governed by various 

cemetery marker regulations.    

A special affidavit may be required in the event 

the portrait placement encroaches on future 

inscription space or future epitaph or term of 

endearment reserved space.  The cemetery will 

not permit the refacing or removal of a previous 

design, inscription, epitaph, or term of 

endearment to accommodate a portrait. 

Notice: 

Failure to file application, Improper adhesion, 
Improper placement, Improper fabrication of 
materials, Improper size, Improper attire, 
improper affixing or attaching items to a 

portrait will warrant the immediate removal of 
the portrait or prohibit of the marker being set 
in the cemetery.

Determining the Size of the Stainless Steel 

Portrait from Catholic Cemeteries? 

3 ¼” x 4 ¼” is the maximum size permitted on 

a marker.  When this portrait is placed near  

the family name as described above. 

1.18” x 1.57” is the smaller size recommended 

for markers where portrait placement other 

than the above is selected. 

NOTE: Although various sizes may be 

permitted with approval, these two sizes 

permit a portrait for most cemetery markers 

and for most burials within the lot.   

There may be times where a choice must be 

made to replace the marker in order to 

accommodate the portraits. 

Some other concerns? 

Portraits must be oval and made of stainless 

steel and must be installed flush to the 

memorial with 3M VHB Two sided Tape (or 

its industry acceptable equivalent).  

Covers will be required for most flush 

memorial placements. 

Frames, other types of covers, and borders for 

the portrait are prohibited. 

Additional Documentation Required? 

A stainless steel portrait of a living person is 

permitted on the marker when both 

designation affidavit and pre-need inscription 

application work has been filed and approved 

by cemetery authorities. 

A stainless steel portrait of a person buried 

elsewhere is not permitted on the marker. 

* Size not included in this program.
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